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Abstract

Self-consistent transport code simulations have been performed for a
system of temperature gradient driven toroidal drift modes using a
fluid model valid for arbitrary Ln/LB. Both an L mode scaling for low
heating power and transitions to enhanced confinement regimes for
higher heating power have been obtained. In the enhanced
confinement regime, a state with Xe > Xi typically develops.



The correlation between the experimentally obtained transport of
energy in tokamaks and the transport driven by temperature gradient
driven drift modes has been steadily increasing during the last
decade. In particular, the ion temperature gradient driven drift mode
seems to be able to explain several features of the observed ion heat
transport while the dissipative trapped electron mode is able to
reproduce the neo Alcator scaling [1-3]. Also reactive electron
temperature gradient driven modes may give an Alcator scaling in the
collisionless regime [4,5]. The drift wave models, however, usually
have difficulties to explain the experimentally observed radial profiles
of the diffusion coefficients [6] and the particle or heat pinch effects
that eventually occur [7,8]. Another problem, assumed to be related to
edge physics, is the explanation of enhanced confinement regimes [9].
In the present work we will use a self consistent transport code based
on a reactive model of toroidal temperature gradient driven drift
modes, Tji and trapped electron modes [10], to try to understand the L
mode scaling with power and enhanced confinement regimes in terms
of the physics of the good confinement regime. This system is based
on a fluid model valid for arbitrary Ln/LB developed in Refs.ll and
12 and has turned out to give comparatively realistic radial profiles of
diffusion coefficients, particle or heat pinch effects and moreover
exhibits (>

roperties of profile consistency through a coupling between
particle a < heat transport [10].
The s; <r\ studied by the transport code is

where XiOli/ne,en,Ti,Te), Xe(Tle,en,Ti,Te) and D(7ie,en,Ti,Te) are the
effective diffusion coefficients, T]j=Ln/LTj and en=2Ln/LE. The system
(1) can also be formulated in terms of a diffusion matrix of the form
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The effective diffusion coefficients were defined in Ref. 10. We note
that although the linear system shows a fairly large symmetry
betveen electron and ion quantities, the diffusion coefficients clearly
are unsymmetric.
The linear dispersion relation as obtained in Ref. 10 may be written in
the form

Ni

= f,i-[«(l - e j - ( j - i u - f£n)en] + 1
N

(3)

where ft is the fraction of trapped electrons, G> = CO/CO*C , T = T c /Ti ,

N=N/co2*c

and Nj=co2--^-axoDj+jo^j

The sources S in (1) have been assumed to have a Gaussian space
variation with one source centered at 0.4 of the main radius and one
close to the edge.
The system (1) was solved with an implicite numerical difference
scheme in the region 0.3 < x < 0.9 where x=r/a, the boundaries
corresponding roughly to the q=l and q=2 surfaces respectively. The
inner boundary values were adjusted to a parabola with zero
derivative at x=0.3. At x=0.9 the density and temperatures were kept
fixed. A large external diffusion coefficient was added at the inner
boundary to simulate sawteeth transport.
The total absorbed power PH is given by



PH = JnSd3r (4)

while the confinement time is given by

3 J*E = f:L
ir— (5)

Here ?E does not depend on the normalization of n. In order to keep PH
constant when n varies we adjust S in time.

For ASDEX parameters, the system (1) typically reached
quasistationary equilibria on timescales of order 10'2 s. For moderate
heating powers we observed an L mode scaling with

xE = P"a (6)

where *E » 2/3 for equal ion and electron heating while tE * 0.4 when
only the ion heating is varied (Se small). This should be compared to

the value * E * 0 . 3 7 obtained for only neutral beam heating in Ref.9. For

higher heating powers we obtained an increase in ?E, often appearing
as a sharp transition to an enhanced confinement region. This was
associated with the development of edge pedestals in n and T. We note
that the outward heat flux in a stationary state can be written

Sjdr' (7)

where ra is the inner boundary. Clearly, an increased heating leads to
an increase of the gradients which also tend to be large at the edge in
general. In the enhanced confinement regime a particle pinch
develops at the edge. In particular, the appearance of strong edge
heating can lead to sharp gradients at the edge also for large %. Due to
(4) we note that this does not have to correspond to a large PH if the
edge heating takes place for small n. Since the heat sources are usually
much larger than the particle sources a state with large TJ i and TJ e

typically develops at the edge also in L mode for higher heating
powers. At the same time en (2Ln/LB) is typically small at the edge.
With these observations we are able to separate the two possible
unstable modes of (3) at the edge with suitable ordering relations. In
L mode the growthrate is typically large so that I col ~ 1. In this case
we can simplify the denominators Nj of (3) but we have to keep the



lowest order FLR effect for k2p2
s ~ en « 1. Thus with the ordering T\ en

~ 1, keeping the main tenns of order en> we obtain the edge dispersion
relation
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Here the FLR term usually dominates the coefficient of co giving a
mode propagating in the ion drift direction. To lowest order we then
obtain the growthrate

and the stability condition at the edge

LQ k4pj 1
L n < 8(1 - f̂  ~ l/T + ftLn/Lre

We note that this condition is independent of Ln and is easier to fulfil
for small aspect ratio tokamaks with large ft at the edge. From (9) we
expect an unfavourable scaling of the confinement with a/R far from
stability but a favourable scaling close to the stability boundary. In
the simulations the transition to the enhanced confinement regime
usually occurred at the stability boundary (10) which always can be
reached for large enough ion heating. Sharp transitions in confinement
time at this point were, however, only obtained with comparable
electron and ion heating. Another solution of (3) for large r\ and small

en can be obtained for I col ~ en « 1. In this case the FLR effect can be
neglected but the denominators Nj can not be simplified (co ~ COD). In
this case we obtain the dispersion relation

e ^ o ^ e^5 (11)



where

TI- , ^e

,
a n d

This dispersion relation leads to a mode that propagates in the ion
drift direction for £ < 0 and in the electron drift direction for £, > 0 and
does not depend on Ln. The second mode given by eq.(ll) exists both
when the first mode (eq.(8)) is stable and unstable but is usually of
little importance in the latter case since it has a smaller growthrate.
The stability condition for the second mode is

$ 2 > j 5 (12)

In order to determine the nonlinear equilibria we enter our two
orderings into the diffusion coefficients as given in Ref. 10. Since, for

i A ithe first mode, typically y » cor and 1(01 » en the balance condition at
the edge

£ = ̂  03)
FHi *He

leads to the condition

for the L mode case. We note that this condition for PHi=PHe makes (8)
of second degree in co also to order en.
For the second mode (enhanced confinement regime) we obtain

For %e it is necessary to include the influence of the perturbation in
the trapped electron density. We obtain
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The balance condition (13) leads to

2 t H ) , ,,

which is of fifth degree in £. In the case PHi=PHc there are two real
roots, £i =0.752 and ^=-0.127, corresponding to unstable systems. A
third real root, £3=1, corresponds to a stable system. As pointed out
above, ^ corresponds to a mode propagating in the electron drift
direction while £2 corresponds to a mode propagating in the ion drift
direction. For x=l the stability boundary is UI =0.775. The root k\ thus
corresponds to the smallest growthrate and accordingly the best
confinement. This is also usually the equilibrium favoured by the
system when the ion temperature gradient exceeds the stability
boundary given by (10) and represents the normal enhanced
confinement state for the present system. For stronger heating the
system usually tends to approach the third equilibrium, £3=1, and

thereby becomes completely stable. In this case nonideal effects have
to be included. For PHi=PHe the increase in confinement time is about a
factor of 3 as shown in Fig.l. As seen from eq.(10) the most efficient
way to turn off the dominant instability in the L mode is to heat only

the ions (giving an increase in T|i). For ?ui > PHe. the enhancement in TE
at the transition is reduced. The stable region for large r\\ obtained
here turns into the upper stable region in T| i found in Ref. 12 in the
limit ft-K).
As pointed out above the present system gives comparatively realistic
radial profiles of the diffusion coefficients. As an example, using the
measured temperature profiles for the TFTR-shot shown in Fig.3 of
Ref. 13 we obtain a maximum of Xi around 0.8 of the small radius but
with a fairly flat peak. For the self consistent L mode equilibria from
the code we obtain considerably more peaked maxima, again around
0.8 of the small radius as shown in Fig.2. In the enhanced confinement
regime we have Tj > Tc (hot ion mode) and %\ < %e- Such cases were
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discussed in Ref. 14. A typical enhanced confinement state with
PHi=PHe is shown in Fig.3. Also a scaling of L mode confinement with
a/R as discussed above seems to have been observed recently on
TFTR. We finally note that the difference in direction of rotation of the
dominant instability between L mode and enhanced state has the
same sign as that observed experimentally [9].
The dynamics studied here has included only the drift wave diffusion
coefficients near the edge. In a situation when MHD effects increase
the diffusion at the edge it may be more difficult to obtain the initial
steepening of the gradients necessary for the enhanced confinement
state to develope. As pointed out above, however, this also depends on
the deposition profile of the heating. A reduction in the power
threshold for enhanced confinement is obtained for a larger deposit in
the low density region close to the edge. This threshold is, however,
not well defined since both the L mode and enhanced state are
accessible in a finite range of the heating power. This can bee seen
from (10) which may be violated for ^ * 0 (L mode) but fulfilled for %
= 0.75 (enhanced regime) for the same heating. The transition is in
this region sensitive to small perturbations such as e.g. a change in the
time step and thus appears to be of a birfurcative nature. One way to
obtain the transition would in fact be to reduce T]C at the edge by
actually cooling the electrons. The threshold would also be reduced if
the boundary condition at the edge was choosen with Ti > Tc. Thus in
general the most efficient way to obtain enhanced confinement is to
heat only the ions near the edge.
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Figure captions

Fig.l. Scaling of confinement time TE (in units of 10~2 s) with power (in
MW) for typical ASDEX parameters, i.e. a=0.4m, R=1.6m and
B=2.2T. The transition here occurs at PHi=PHe=6 MW. Depending
on particle sources and heat deposition profiles, the transition
can occur at higher or lower heating power.

Fig.2. Radial profiles of diffusion coefficients (in units of m2/s) in a
typical L mode case. Here the particle sources have been choosen
in order to obtain an L mode for particularly high heating power
(PHi=PHc=7 MW). Other parameters as in Fig.l. The increase of Xi
and Xc towards the centre is due to artificially added diffusion
coefficients.

Fig.3. Radial profiles of diffusion coefficients in a typical enhanced
confinement state with PHi=PHe=l-8 MW. Other parameters as in
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